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Angle resolved Auger electron spectroscopy: an alternate tool for
identifying electronic excitation processes in solids *

D.E. Ramakerabc, R.A. Frya, and Y.U. Idzerdac

aMaterials Science Institute and
bChemistry Department, George Washington University, Washington, DC 20052
CNaval Research Laboratory, Washington, DC 20375

Angle resolved Auger electron spectroscopy (ARAES) is shown to be a useful tool for
obtaining unique electronic structure information and identifying "satellite" excitation processes in
solids. Although relatively unexplored, ARAES is an attractive tool which may complement the
more conventional energy resolved AES. The ARAES method is successful because the
diffraction patterns exhibited in ARAES at fixed energy are strongly dependent on the 2-wave of
the emitted electron and its magnetic alignment, and each Auger process is generally dominated
by a different single 2-wave. Potential applications for elucidating satellite excitation processes
(resonant excitation, shakeup/shakeoff, and backscattering), one- and two-center decay
processes, and electronic structure (directional valence bonds and orbital magnetic moments) at
surfaces are discussed.

1.INTRODUCTION the magnetic quantum states, Mj, of an
individual . wave characterizing the emitted

Considerable success has been achieved electron [9,10,11,12,13]. The populations of
utilizing X-ray photoelectron diffraction and 2 and min constitute what is called the "basic
Auger electron diffraction (XPD and XED) structure" of the emitter [14] or what we shall
to characterize ultra-thin films and overlayers call the "emitter structure". It can be
in determining the structure [1,2,31, the film relatively simply determined from the
growth mode [4,5], and to resolve surface experimental ARAES data, since at lower
reconstructions [6]. The applicability of these kinetic energies, the scattering depends
techniques has expanded rapidly, to include strongly on Y [4,15,16], and mg is directly
even more complex systems such as surface revealed in the asymmetry of the ARAES
melting, ion-induced amorphization, surface patterns.
segregation etc. [7]. The number of recent What has not been generally realized is
reviews indicates the work level in this area that the emitter structure is a window on the
[1-3,7,8]. surface electronic structure and electronic

In spite of this activity, quantitative excitation processes in solids. The alignment
understanding of the intensity patterns is still of the emitter structure can provide
often lacking; even after utilization of the information on directed valence bonds or
quantum mechanical scattering codes. Most orbital magnetic moments at the surface. The
often the discrepancy between the theoretical "satellite" excitation processes (such as
scattering results and experiment has been resonant excitation, shakeoff, backscatter
attributed to a non-spherical Auger source, or excitation, and other excitation processes)
in other words to a non-uniform population of can often be distinguished from the
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"principal" Auger decay process in solids, 3.THEORY
because each Auger decay process is
generally dominated by a different single I- 3.1.Electron diffraction
wave 115,171. Thus different excitation In this work, we utilize Fadley's curved
processes, which may not be resolved in wave-single scattering cluster (CW-SSC) code
energy resolved AES (ERAES), can at times to perform the diffraction calculations [2,21].
be differentiated in angle-resolved AES Fadley's SSC code is based on the Rehr-
(ARAES). Albers formalism which calculates the

We shall refer to an examination of the differential electron yield
emitter structure as ARAES, as opposed to
AED, when the determination of the atomic do-/dc2 cc z[f] I MI(k) 12, (1)
structure is the priority. After a brief
introduction on the experimental procedures (for clarity here we ignore Debye-Wnller and
utilized and on the theory, we shall consider inelastic loss factors, and broadening effects)
the following potential ARAES applications: where do-/do corresponds to the total

1) determine backscattering factors electron yield in direction k. The notation
2) isolate resonant satellites x:[.21 indicates sum over 1, and in general,
3) resolve multiplet structure only one term in this sum is large.
4) uncover many-body satellites Msp(k) 12 can be expressed as [211
5) probe directional valence bonds.
6) detect two-center Auger processes I MI(k) 12 •1[mYmj,] B1(m0,1M.2)
7) estimate orbital magnetic moments. x [YS(Thpk) + z4i] 4,j(2,Ifl)J* (2)

2.EXPERIMENTAL
x [Y.2(m2',k) + 4i[1 ,,j(2,rm2')],

All of the experimental data utilized in

this work have been previously reported in where Yj(Mj,k) is the spherical harmonic,
the literature over the last 15 years [9- which describes the angular behavior of the
13,18,191. In all cases the incident energy, Ei, electron as it leaves the emitter, and i[j]
and angle, ei, are held constant. This is in ,61(,Mn) is the net result of scattering from n
contrast to other recent work where the scatterers at sites r- (j -1 to n) in the cluster.
incident beam direction is varied, sometimes Here Bj(m2,mr') is the photoelectron or
referred to as directed AES (DAES) [20] or Auger amplitude which determines the
primary beam AES (PBAES) 17], where the relative magnitude of each me and m.2'. In
incident beam exhibits its own diffraction this work we consider only ARAES when
effects incoherently from the Auger electron Bf(mjIn.') is the emitter structure.
beam. Ei and e: are reported in the figures The effects of multiple-scattering (MS)
below because tlhey determine the relative on the diffraction patterns have been
magnitude of the secondary electron contri- examined extensively for the metals
bution, which is important in the backscat- considered here, namely Ni, Cu, Al, and Fe.
tering effect. We assume here that the signals Generally, the effects of MS are to decrease
reported indeed come only from the Auger the extent of forward scattering, because of
electrons. One geometrical factor arising the defocussing effect. It has been found that
from the experimental setup is the Lambert the SSC code can mimic the defocussing
factor cos c e-eo) [13c], which arises because effect by decreasing the inelastic mean free
the acceptance area by the analyzer at polar path, A, by about a factor of two [21b). In this
angles larger than eo is larger than the work, the Auger energies are below 300 eV,
excitation beam cross-sectional area. We so we utilize a >, of 3 A for all calculations
have multiplied the theoretical polar scans by reported here, except where noted.
cos e since we have no knowledge of •o.



3.2.Determination of Bj(m2 ,m2') Several experimental and theoretical
To characterize Bj(mgm 2 '), one can studies on the variation of the core ion

expand the angular momentum distribution alignment, A(L), with electron excitation
into multipole moments [221 have appeared in the literature [23-26,301. In

general, at high impact energy (10-50 times
B(mX2 ,m2 ') = the threshold energy), the dipole selection

rule (2.n = ±1 and z!m 2 = ±1) holds. Since
-[kq] <Jkq> (-1)**(1-am2)x 1+1 usually dominates at high energies,

A(L) decreases to zero. At threshold
[-2 k 2 1 , (3) energies, the lower I values dominate and the
Lmaq mj- J rule ,--Mi = 0 takes over. In this case A can

be large. Thus experiment and theory indicate
where the [ indicates the 3j symbols, and k < a large A(L) at threshold which generally
22 and -k < q < k. All odd multipoles (k odd; decreases with beam energy.
dipole, octupole, etc.) describe the Expressions of the form
orientation of 2, i.e. which way I points 2 + a
regarded as a single-headed arrow, and all `2 = li] {ai M2Ufi +i Lf-i (4)
even multipoles (quadrupole, etc.) describe
the al'gnment of I as a double-headed arrow. + ai,. MLf+iMLf-icoszxi,-i}/
If all multipeles except the monopole are
zero, the distribution is isotropic, and all the [i] {bi M2  + bi M2

m, are equally populated. Orientation
corresponds to a preferential population of have been derived by Kabachnik and Sazhina
some ml2 versus -m.R. Alignment corresponds [30]. They have tabulated the a and b
to a preferential population of :1112 coefficients for the P3/2 (A = 0 for the Pl/2
compared with -t-Mn' [221. We will refer to case), d 5 2 and d7. 2 initial core ah
<jl >/<j1o> and <j2 o>/<jo> as the {Lf}3 Auger final states assuming the
orientation, O(l), and alignment, A(2), usual mixed coupling scheme (jj initial and LS
respectively. In summary, if the 22 +1 M_ final). Here the MLf are the Auger decay
populations are listed in order from -1 to +X, amplitudes when represented in the form
0(.) > 0 (0(.) < 0) corresponds to MLfexp(i,6Lf) for Lf + 2 = L, aii is the
increasing (decreasing) Me populations, phase shift difference ,SLf-i - .6Lf i, and L
A(2) < 0 (A(2) > 0) to a "valley" ("peak") and Lf are the totaf orbital angular
distribution where m0 is the minimum momentum of the initial core ion and the
(maximum). Auger final state, respectively. When a single

Extensive work has been done to channel dominates (which is most often the
determine Bj(m2 ,m ') for Auger emission in case here), `2 is independent of the M values
free atoms excited by electrons [23,24,25,26], and it can be obtained directly from the a's
protons [271, or photons (plane and circularly and b's tabulated [30]. We will utilize these in
polarized) [28,291. For an unpolarized target our analyses below.
and unpolarized incoming beam, and The situation for ARAES from a solid is
assuming the quantization axis (the z-axis) is now best summarized by Fig. 1. The electron
along the beam direction, <jk > = <jk > beam generally comes in at an oblique angle

,5qo 5kodd, i.e. B2(mg,m 2') is aiagonal, and with beam energy typically from 1-2 keV. The
we have only an alignn~ent of the magnetic very low binding energy of the M2 3 core
levels. Furthermore, <J q > for k > 2 is very levels (typically 55 to 65 eV for Cu, Ni, and Fe
small, so that A(Y) can be factored into the studied here), allows these levels to be
alignment of the core level, A(L), times the excited by the large number of low energy
Auger effect, A(1) = ` 2 A(L) [30]. secondary electrons resulting from the

cascade and energy loss process. The



and an anisotropy exists. We conclude that
C- -excitation by the primary or redistributedz,'V
, -primaries can introduce an anisotropy in B

I-
- >> (i.e. p, 9& p-), while the lower energy true

oa Am,= 0 Am =±1 secondaries introduce an alignment (i.e.
A m P0/P±I > > 1) in B as summarized in Fig. 1.cc . Alignment

. Asymmetry - >
< 4.POTENTIAL APPLICATIONSd Isat/lmaMnI:

O 4.1.Determine backscattering factors
CC Figure 2 shows experimental M2 3 VV

200 400 600 800 100 ARAES data for Cu from various surfaces
[11,13,31,321, where the reduced intcnsity in

K.E. (eV) the forward directions at these low energies is
clearly evident from the minima at 00 (100),
19.50 (302) and 450 (101) in the <100>
azimuth, and at 350 (211) in the <011>

Figure 1. Illustration of the backscattered azimuth. We have shown similar data for Ni
electron intensity as a result of a 1000 eV previously [17]. Figure 2 also shows a
electron beam. The shaded area indicates significant dependency on energy and
flux of electrons which can excite a core level incidence of the excitation beam; indeed with
with a binding energy of 50 eV. Arrows increasing beam energy and closer to normal
indicate that the alignment of the core level incidence (the latter apparently more
increases and the asymmetry decreases with important), the more depressed the Auger
electron excitation energy as a result of the signal is in the normal direction compared
selection rules for electron ionization as with the theory. We attribute this to the
indicated. The relative satellite intensity increasing magnitude of low energy
increases with excitation energy consistent secondary electrons with beam energy and
with the "sudden" approximation. normal incidence. For the 2 = 3 Auger wave,

which dominates for the Ni and Cu M23 VV
transition, A(cf)/A(3p) is large and

redistributed electrons at higher energy have negative. Since the secondary electron
some memory of the beam angle. However, excitation process preferentially populates
the true secondary electrons "forget" the the P0 level (negative A(3p)), this means the
direction of the initial electron or photon Auger process preferentially populates the
beam. Their distribution is determined f!. 3 (i.e. positive A in the f levels ). This
primarily by the preferred transmission introduces a strong reduction in the normal
direction in the solid, and is assumed to be direction, the direction the f0 electrons would
axially symmetric about the surface normal, predominantly escape; indeed f0 is the only
which we now make the quantization axis. wave with any intensity along the z-axis. This
Since the <jk q> are spherical tensors, we suggests the real possibility of determining
can rotate the z-axis from the beam direction the backscattering contribution from the
to the surface normal utilizing the well-known extent of alignment seen in the ARAES.
rotation matrices, D2 qq, [211, giving <jk >s Knowledge of these backscattering factors is
= D2 q0 Ab(L), where we have noted cthe essential in quantitative Auger applications.
multipoles relative to the surface normal by
superscript "s* and to the beam direction now 4.2.1solate resonant satellites
by "b". Note that <Jk >s for q 9, 0 are now Fig. 2 also shows the M1VV ARAES yield
finite, so that the B matrix is now not diagonal from Cu(100) and comparison with the yield
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Figure 2. Comparison of theoretical and exserimental polar scans for Cu Mt3VV and MVV
from various surfaces. The theoretical scans are obtained from the CW-SSC cope utilizing s = 3
f or the M23VV and .2 = 4 (equal mf ) and 3 (relative populations = 1, 4.1, 6.0, 6.6 f or rat =1±3,

dr2, ctio, and 0, respectively [17t) for MtVV. Experimental data from Noonan et al. (Ei 350
eV, ai = 0e) [12c] and McDonnell et al. (Ei = 1500 eV, e- = ?) [9a] for Cu (100), Zehner et al.(Ei = 350 eV, ei = 0-300) [12a] for Cu(ll0), and McDonnell et al. (Ei = 1500 eV, oi = ?) [9a] for

Cu(111). The MiVV expcorimental data are obtained from N0071an et al. [12c] who, because of the
very weak signal involved, reported a small number of experimental points.

calculated for y = 4, the expected dominant + and Auger processes,
wave in this instance [331. Note that a strongenhancement is now evident in the normal 3s 3p63d94sw -- 3s3p63do4s 4pe
direction, in contrast to that found for the
calculated g wave and in contrast to that for s 3s 2 3p 6 3d 8 4sl + ef
the M23VV yield from the (100) surface.

Obviousnn, this cannot arise from an t3s23p63d74s14p1 + ýg,
alignment in the M, (3s) core level (ra, =- 0

only); but excitation of the 3s level in Ni or Cu where the former resonates with the direct 3d

is known to exhibit significant many-body emission

effects (i.e. shakeup or shakeoff satellites in26
the XPS spectra) [34], and also to exhibit a 3s23p63d94s -- 3s23p63d84s + e f.

resonant 3s -- 4p photoemission process at

threshold in Ni [351. The 3s -- 4p transition at We believe the threshold secondary electrons
threshold decays via the direct recombination are resonantly exciting into the 3s - 4 P0 state



(i.e.m j =0 since zn.m 0 = 0 at low energy), and degrees from the normal. In the case of
the direct recombination results in I = 3, but Cu(110), an asymmetry in the data around
very strongly aligned (negatively). The 110 on either side of the normal (lll/I ll)
aligned f wave (with m, populations strongly was found to change with energy.
peaked toward f0 as indicated in Fig. 2) is These changes can arise from two
strongly peaked in the normal direction. The different sources, The most obvious of these
resonant Auger decay (i.e. 4 Po as spectator) is from changes in the wavevector k with
is indistinguishable from the normal Auger kinetic energy, bui such changes are expected
decay since both give a non-aligned g wave. to be small since k is changing by less than
Although the direct recombination 10% in this energy range (53-64 eV).
contribution is expected to be shifted by -4 Furthermore, the changes are seen mostly
eV from the Auger signal, the 10 VpM near the normal, where the effects of the
modulation used to collect the extremely alignment of th'e 2-wave are most pronounc-
weak signal, indicates that the Auger, ed. The change in Ill/I 11 cannot arise from
resonant Auger, and direct contributions are changes in k, since pure scattering effects
not energetically resolved here. Fig. 1 reveals would require this ratio to be unity, and the
that a combination of the aligned f and non- 110 face is symmetric about this azimuth. The
aligned g waves give satisfactory agreement changes seen are believed to reflect changes
with experiment and again shows the in the "basic structare" of the Auger wave.
dominant excitation by low energy secondary In Fig. 3, we show the Auger spectral
electrons, and the clear presence of a lineshape Mroz and Stachnik obtained by
resonant contribution, which was not evident simply removing an approximate extrapolated
in the ERAES. background [361. We compare this lineshape

One might ask why a similar process does with that obtained by Sickafus and Kukla [371
not occur in the M2 3 VV case for Cu. In this which has all inelastic losses removed by
case the resonant process would be 3P0 - 4s, deconvolution from the lineshape. We also
followed by 2p3d4s decay which gives a show vertical lines obtained from Roberts et
dominant p wave with in fact a small positive al. [381, which reflect individual multiplets
alignment (i.e. P0 - P-1=I). resolved in a high resolution spectrum for the

Cu L3 VV lineshape. Since the L 3 VV and
4.3.Resolve multiplet structure M 3 VV lineshape must exhibit the same final

Calculations show that the different states, we can use these lines to predict the
2S + lLf}J final state multiplets have widely M 2 3 VV lineshape. The 'G and 3 F multiplets
different `2 factors, so that the same 2-wave dominate the spectrum along with multiplets
from different multiplets should exhibit at lower energy due to a L3 V-VVV satellite
different alignments [30). If these multiplets arising from the Coster-Kronig and shakeoff
are energetically separated (although not processes. This comparison allows us to
necessarily resolved), such as in Cu, different determine that electrons below 60 eV reflect
ARAES patterns should be obtained for each satellite and inelastically scattered Auger
multiplet (i.e. the "basic structure" should electrons, those at 61.5 eV mainly 1G, and
change with energy.) those around 64 eV, 'G plus 3 F final states.

Recently, Mroz and Stachnik have shown Data for the N' lineshape are similar [391.
for Cu and Ni that various ARAES polar Except for the 11/I_11 curve for
scans do indeed change with electron kinetic Cu(110), the intensity ratios are relatively flat
energy across the Auger energy spectrum across the loss and satellite region, as
[361. Fig. 3 summarizes this data for different expected. These ratios are widely different
surfaces, by taking the ratio of the intensity at for the 1 D and 3 F electrons, but surprisingly
different polar angles, Io/lx, where 10 in opposite directions for the Ni(111) vs. the
signifies the intensity in the normal direction, other surfaces. Calculations indicate that
and Ix is generally a nearby intensity peak at x f0/fi should be less than unity for the 1G and



studies can be done to "resolve" multiplet

LOSS + SAT. 'G 3 F structure.
-- " A(Ed)JA(3p) = 0 >0

A A)4.4.Uncover many-body satellites

SMV4.4.1.Valence level shakeoff in Al= ~CUM M2VV
C It is known from energy resolved Auger

studies, that a large probability exist for
-v- shakeoff from the Al 3s shell 140] upon

z isudden creation of a core hole. Since the
M2 3 3s3p decay results in a dominant s Auger

Z I_*. wave, we expect increased s wave character
SI with decreased shakeoff; i.e. increased s wave

1.10 ." character arises with increased low energy
excitation resulting from the threshold

0.90 .... 1/11 Ni(1 11) secondary electrons. We have shown
previously that this shakeoff is more evident

0.70 in the Al ARAES data than in the energy
111/1.11 Cu(110) resolved Auger data. ARAES data confirms

0.50 -the large 3s shakeoff which occurs upon
0.30 . .10/12 Ni(001) sudden creation or filling of the core hole.
0.30 A ....... This phenomenon has been discussed often in

I./ 118 Cu(O01) the literature for Mg, Al, and Si; these three
0.10 , 0 solids show the reduced ss and sp valence

band hole contributions in the ERAES.
K.E. (eV rel. E,) ARAES can help to uncover these satellites

here and perhaps in other cases.

Fig. 3. Top: The background subtracted 4.4.2.Core-level shakeoff in Al
spectrum of Mroz and Stachnik [361 (solid) is Recently Greber et at. 14c1 reported
compared with the background subtracted experimental full 2 9-c is photoelectron and Al
and loss deconvolut,-d spectrum of Sickafus L2 3 VV normal and L2 3

2 -. L23 VV satellite
and Kukla [37] (dotted). Vertical lines Auger electron distributions for AI(001).
indicate the position and relative intensity of Because Greber et al excited the Auger
1 G and 3 F multiplet peaks plus several "loss spectra utilizing an experimental setup which
+ sat' peaks as found by Roberts et al [381 in had the incoming photons coming at an
a high resolution Cu L2 3 VV lineshape. The oblique angle with respect to the plane
solid (dotted) vertical lines indicate the M3 defined by the surfacc normal and the
(M2 ) contributions assuming an energy detector, they observed a mirror-symmetry
separation of 2.7 eV and relative intensity of breaking in the angular distribution of the ls
2/1. The sign of the alignment ratio XPS. A significant asymmetry was still
A(ed)/A(3p) is indicated. Bottom: A plot of present in the L2 3

2 -L2 VV case but nearly
Ix/Iy as defined in the text vs. Auger kinetic negligible in the L2X case. They [4c]
energy across the Cu M2 3 VV lineshape. obtained reasonable agreement with

experiment and a least squares fit of SSC code
results for individual 2 contributions

greater than unity for the 3 F final states [30], including I = s, p, and d. For the L2 3 VV
consistent with the data for Ni(111), but not Auger emission at 70 eV, they found the s:p:d
for Cu(110) and Ni(001). Obviously more ratio to be 0.24:0.26:0.50 and for the L232-
careful data needs to be taken to settle these L2 3 VV satellite emission at 85 eV to be
issues, but the data do suggest that such 0.08:0.67:0.25.



We believe the L2 3VV Auger electrons alignment is strongly reduced in the satellite,
are largely excited by back.cattered because higher energy electrons are needed
secondary electrons since the 1250-1740 eV to dynamically excite the satellite, but now it
photons (Mg and Si K,,) can excite many has higher asymmetry, consistent with Fig. 1.
secondary electrons above the 2p Al binding
energy arcund 73 eV 1411 as illustrated in Fig. 4.5.Probe directional valence bonds
1. This situation essentially eliminates the The Auger amplitudes B(ml.012 in eq.
asymmetry since the secondary electrons do (1) have been given in terms of the M matrix
not "remember" the incoming photon elements and spin-orbit coupling terms in eq.
direction. (4) for free atoms, which we assume is also

The L23
2 -L2 3VV satellite results from acceptable for metals. However, in strong

two processes; namely a cascade process K -- covalently bonded materials, spin-orbit
- L23VV and a shakeoff process coupling is inappropriate, and the M's can

L23 2-_ L23 VV. The former requires high better be expressed in terms of the symmetry
energy primary electrons to ionize the is adapted orbitals n and n' in which the final
electrons, and the spherical nature of the ls states holes are located 1141,
orbital eliminates the asymmetry. The
shakeoff process in the sudden approximation B2 (msme')
[421 also requires high energy photons, and
now the incoming photon direction will un- I (Msjn,n',m]j ± Mjjn',n,m•j) (5)
equally populate the px'p (pxp ~PYP ± P-li)
levels, which will be reflected in the Auger x (Me{n,n',mS' -t- Mjjn',n,mn'j) I
electron yield by the asymmetry. Thus the
satellite is excited by the higher energy where the plus (minus) is to be taken in case
electrons, and hence the satellite has the of a singlet (triplet) state.
higher asymmetry. Now individual peaks in the ERAES

An examination of the Auger matrix lineshape may correspond to particular n,n'
elements indicates that little d-wave character combinations which dictates the My. For
should be emitted for Al. Performing our example in a linear diatomic molecule such as
own SSC calculations [17b], we find that we CO or LiF, it is best to orient the z-axis along
can obtain reasonable agreement with the the internuclear bond length, ýo that
experimental angular distributions without particular n,n' combinations will generally
the inclusion of d character, but with an yield one mg state; e.g. o- or r, representing
alignment of the p levels; namely with very strong alignment or ori.,ntation [141. If
s:pz:p equal to 0:40:60 for the L2 3VV and the entire Auger intensity is collected
20:40:4"0 for the L23

2 -L23VV patterns. We regardless of energy, orientation and
believe the inclusion of the d-wave by Greber aligrment may still occur because of strongly
et al was necessary because they did not directed valence bonds particularly near the
account for the defocussing effect (i.e. surface of a solid. We even expect more than
reduced x) and the possibility for alignment one channel (2-wave) to be coherentlX
of the p-wave. The negligible s contribution emitted, such as in diamond exhibiting sp"
for the L2 3 VV case is consistent with the hybridization. In this case bulk atoms will
initial and final state shakeoff process above, still emit isotropically because all four filled
The final-state shakeoff process is eliminated sp3 hybrid orbitals are oriented
in the L2 32 -L23VV satellite because now the symmetrically but surface atoms may not (i.e.
initial an dfinal states have a core hole. one of the sp- hybrids may exist empty as a

The strong alignment of the p-wave in the "dangling" bond).
L23VV ARAES again suggests the We believe the above may explain recent
importance of the backscattered secondary data found by Kuettel et al [19] on the C KVV
electrons in this case as discussed above. The ARAES from diamond (100 and 111) and



graphite (HOPG KUul) surfaces. By fitting picture, does the Auger 4•lectron really leave
SSC calculated results for d and p waves, they from the 0 atom, or the Mg z tom?
found that the diamond "basic structure" was ARAES gives us the chance to actually
dominated by a d-wave, but the graphite had observe this decay. Chambers and Tran [6]
both d and p-wave character. Assuming have shown recently that the Mg L2 3 VV and
electron configurations of sp 3 in diamond and 0 KVV ARAES polar profiles reveal
sp217d in graphite, we expect Auger different structures. The SCC code

contributions of 0.8ss(s) + 3sp(p) + 9pp(d) reproduces these different structures,
character, where the first two letters indicate revealing that the differences arise because of
the character of the valence band holes, and the different scattering behavior of the 0
the letter in parenthesis indicates the wave atoms vs. the Mg atoms. In Fig. 4 we compare
character of the dominant Auger electron. SSC calculated polar profiles with the
Thus we expect a d/p ratio of approximately experimental ones observed by Place and
3/1 in both carbon solids. Prutton [181 for the M2 3 VV Mg lineshape.

The is core level prevents any alignment The agreement 's poor whether we assume
of the core level, so we need not consider this the electron leaves from the 0 or Mg atom.
situation. However, the H-terminated One possible explanation fur this result is
diamond surface under an electron or photon that the 2 PMg9 core hole is screened by charge
beam is known to desorb H, allowing the transfer from the 2Po into the 3 SMg, which
surface to reconstruct according to the then participates in the Auger decay, i.e. a
asymmetric dimer or related model [43). This 2 PMg 3 SM 2 Po decay. In this case the Auger
reconstruction introduces two effects, namely electron layleave from either the Mg or 0
the directional valence bonds at the surface atom, depending on which electron falls into
will be non-isotropic as discussed above, and the core hole, and which electron enters the
the p valence band character of the very near detector as the Auger electron. These two
surface atoms generally increases [40,431. processes are indicated by the "direct" and
The latter effect directly increases the d/p- "exchange" matrix elements in eq. (5), and
wave ratio; the former effect should thus Auger waves may be emitted from both
introduce some orientation or alignment of centers coherently. Interference of these two
the d- and p-waves and perhaps makes it waves may create additional oscillations in
appear like the isotropic d/p ratio has the "basic structure" of the emitter. Such a
increased (i.e. similar to Al above), process has been theoretically suggested in

These diamond surfaces are currently LiF by Zahringer et al. 1141, but no
being further studied, but the above results experimental data has been reported to
already suggest that ARAES can indeed be confirm this result in any system. We are
used to obtain electronic structure currently working to incorporate this
information (as well as atomic structure by phenomenon into the theory; nevertheless,
AED) at the surface. Fig. 4 already reveals that some experimental

peaks are evident in the theory for 0
4.6.Detect two-center Auger processes emission, some in the Mg emission lending

The concept of a two-center Auger strong support for this latter interpretation.
process in ionically bonded systems, such as
the M2 3 VV process in MgO has existed for 4.7.Estimate orbital magnetic moments
many years now [44]. In the completely ionic Magnetized metals are known to have
picture, Mg 2 + has no valence electrons, so their spins aligned, and by the spin-orbit
that the 2pVV process must involve electrons coupling interaction also to possess an orbital
from the 02. atom. Although ERAES magnetic component, i.e. have an orientation
lineshapes, which reflect the position of the in the magnetic d levels 1451. We have
final state holes, are consistent with this previously theoretically investigated the

effects on the Auger wave from orientation in



Nevertheless, the prospect exists for

MgO Mg KVV obtaining the orbital component of the
magnetic moment for surface atoms from

<011> ,<001> ARAES. Such an exciting prospect awaits

experimental confirmation, and further
theoretical development.

Sx.5.CONCLUSIONS

. s "We conclude ARAES may be a useful tool

to study various electronic processes. We

0 .. ... have outlined several interesting prospects,
,- ,, ,, ,,,,some realized, some requiring further

"' . : ;' : ," ',development and verification. The interest in
angle resolved data has occurred primarily

MSS, , ,,because of the demonstrated ability to obtain
MgSSC ''atomic structure information on films and

surfaces (the latter we call AED); but the
potential information obtainable from
ARAES may bK. :qually helpful. Much

-100 -60 -20 20 60 100 further development of the theory is

Polar angle necessary to make these goals become
realized. Further development of the theory
outlined here would also improve the atomic

Figure 4. Comparison of the experimental structure information obtainable in AED.
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